
 

Make your home monsoon ready with Fenesta doors & windows 

 

Rainy season is back in our country with its 

freshness, liveliness along with the issues of 

water seepage. Houses that are not properly 

waterproofed against the cascading rains face 

a harrowing time and it is important to 

minimise the inconveniences the constant 

downpour would cause. 

 Range of windows and doors offered by 

Fenesta are a perfect solution to deal with 

the torrential downpours and high velocity 

winds, especially in high-rises where rain 

spears in at a 45 degree angle. Fenesta has two unique features built into its products 

specially meant for monsoons , ‘Hurricane Bar’ that withstands windspeeds of upto 245 

kmph ‘Rain Track’ that prevents the ingress of rainwater by acting like a dam on the window. 

These unique monsoon-proof features of these products come with a vast improvement on 

the drainage mechanism than conventional UPVC windows. The drainage mechanism in 

ordinary windows is inadequate for heavy monsoons as the force of the wind pushes the 

rain water inside. In addition to the Hurricane Bar and Rain Track Fenesta products also 

have a special Sill arrangement: This special system prevents air pressure from pushing 

the rain water indoors. Instead, the rain water flows down vertically at some distance from 

the wall. There is also a Gradient slope-a track at a downward slope of 5 degrees ensures 

accumulated rain water flows out. 

Fenesta's proprietary UPVC formulation, comprising of special additives, ensures all windows 

and doors retain shape, colour and lustre for long even when exposed to temperature variations 

or intense UV radiations in Inidan Climate. The technology used is not just to make home 

monsoon ready but also to make them environment friendly, for which two basic criteria are - 

windows must be built with energy efficient materials and it must make efficient use of energy. 

The thermal insulation properties of UPVC are far more superior than conventional windows. 

Insulation in Fenesta windows is further improved by the use of the most effective sealing 

material between the wall and frame, double , triple or laminated glass and fusion welded joints. 

All these ensure that there is no gap for air , water or even dust to come in  thereby securing the 

home.  

Testimonial 

Sukhdev Sen, Mumbai, a happy customer of Fenesta says, “At 15th floor weather conditions are 

extreme with high wind velocity and intense monsoon but Fenesta windows have been so far so 

good. I would like to thank Fenesta local unit which was always there to help me out and its 

management for delivering what I thought I would like to have as a window solution.” 



 

About Fenesta 

Part of 125 year old prestigious DCM Shriram Group, Fenesta specializes in design, 

manufacture, installation and service of precision-engineered, 100% customised UPVC 

windows and doors. With its diverse capabilities, deep knowledge of the Indian market, and 

global technologies, it has produced and installed over a million windows that can withstand 

India's extreme climatic conditions. Today, Fenesta has firmly established itself as India's no. 1 

windows and doors brand, with presence in more than 100 cities across the country. 

For further information, please contact: 

Vandana M, Associate Group Head, GolinOpinion on Vandana.M@golinopinion.in or at 

9999479947 

Garima Sobti, Project Executive, Golinopinion on Garima.Sobti@golinopinion.in or at 

8800874326 
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